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 finite element method

the finite element method (FEM) is used for

finding approximate solutions of partial

differential equations(PDEs) as well as of

integral equations such as the heat

transport equation. the finite element

method is a good choice for solving partial

differential equations over complex domains

(like cars and oil pipelines), when the

domain changes (as during a solid state

reaction with a moving boundary), when the

desired precision varies over the entire

domain, or when the solution lacks

smoothness.
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 finite element method in structural mechanics

the finite element method (FEM) is a powerful

technique originally developed for numerical

solutions of complex problems in structural

mechanics. the structural system is

discretized by a set of appropriate finite

elements interconnected at points called

nodes. nodes will have nodal displacements or

degrees of freedom which may include trans-

lations or rotations. when the nodes displace,

they drag the elements along in a certain

manner. In other words, displacements of any

points in the element are interpolated from

the nodal displacements.
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 history of the finite element method

first finite element mesh used for the analysis of a gravity dam, clough [1960]

• origin: structural analysis in

civil engineering & aero-

space engineering

• some fe people: rayleigh,

ritz [1908], galerkin [1915],

hrennikoff [1941], courant

[1942], argyris [1960s],

clough [1960s], strang & fix

[1973], hughes [1987]
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 commercial finite element programs
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 strength of materials - me80 equations

• kinematic equation - what‘s strain?

• equilibrium equation - what‘s stress?

• constitutive equation - how are they related?

general equations that characterize the deformation

of a physical body without studying its physical cause

general equations that characterize the cause of

motion of any body

material specific equations that complement the set

of governing equations
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 thermal analysis - steady state heat equation

• balance equation - what‘s the heat flux?

• constitutive equation - fourier‘s law?

general equations that characterize the cause of

motion of any body

material specific equations that complement the set

of governing equations
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continuum mechanics - the potato         equations

• kinematic equations - why not           ?

• balance equations - why not          ?

• constitutive equations - why not             ?

inhomogeneous deformation » non-constant

force equilibrium in 3 directions » vector equation

relations between all stress & strain components » matrix equation
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 what do all of these equations have in common?

they are second order partial differential equations!

the finite element method loves second order pde‘s!
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steps of a finite element simulation

#2 pre-processing (discretization with finite elements)

#1 modeling (boundary value problem)

#3 algebraization (system of equations)

#4 solution

#5 post-processing (final calculation and visualization)
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… and what can go wrong…

#2 pre-processing (discretization with finite elements)

#1 modeling (boundary value problem)

#3 algebraization (system of equations)

#4 solution

#5 post-processing (final calculation and visualization)

modeling error
(wrong equations)

discretization error
(wrong elements)

solution error
(wrong algorithms)

visualization error
(wrong colorscales)
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error analysis and analytical solution

energy minimization
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error analysis and convergence

Q1 Q1P0
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error analysis and convergence

15example - what can go wrong

the sinking of the sleipner A offshore platform

The Sleipner A platform produces oil and gas in the North
Sea and is supported on the seabed at a water depth of
82m. It is a Condeep type platform with a concrete gravity
base structure consisting of 24 cells and with a total base
area of 16 000 m2. Four cells are elongated to shafts sup-

porting the platform deck. The
first concrete base structure for
Sleipner A sprang a leak and
sank under a controlled balla-
sting operation during prepara-
tion for deck mating in Gands-
fjorden outside Stavanger, Nor-
way on 23 August 1991.

16example - what can go wrong

the sinking of the sleipner A offshore platform

The top deck weighs 57,000 tons, and provides
accommodation for about 200 people and support for
drilling equipment weighing about 40,000 tons. When the

first model sank in August
1991, the crash caused a
seismic event registering
3.0 on the Richter scale, and
left nothing but a pile of
debris at 220m of depth. The
failure involved a total
economic loss of about $700
million.



17example - what can go wrong

the sinking of the sleipner A offshore platform

The post accident investigation traced the
error to inaccurate finite element approxi-
mation of the linear elastic model of the
tricell (using the popular finite element
program NASTRAN). The shear stresses
were underestimated by 47%, leading to
insufficient design. In particular, certain
concrete walls were not thick enough. More
careful finite element analysis, made after
the accident, predicted that failure would
occur with this design at a depth of 62m,
which matches well with the actual
occurrence at 65m.

18example - tissue engineering

remodeling of collagen fibers - living tendon

Calve, Dennis, Kosnik, Baar, Grosh & Arruda [2004]

• ex vivo engineered tendon shows characteristcs of embryonic tendon

• remodeling of collagen fibers upon mechanical loading

• long term goal mechanically stimulated tissue engineering

19example - tissue engineering

remodeling of collagen fibers - living tendon

• finite element simulation of functional adaptation in tendons

• wormlike chain model with initial random anisotropy

• analysis of fiber reorientation in uniaxial tension

20example - tissue engineering

remodeling of collagen fibers - living tendon

gradual fiber alignment with max principal stress



21example - cardiovascular mechanics

remodeling of collagen fibers

tangentially sectioned brain arteries
Finlay [1995]

22example - cardiovascular mechanics

remodeling of collagen fibers

stress driven functional adaptation

23example - cardiovascular mechanics

remodeling of collagen fibers

collagen fiber angle governed by pressure:stretch ratio

24example - orthopaedics

biomechanics of the proxima femur

• dense system of compressive trabaculae carrying stress into calcar region

• secondary arcuate system, medial joint surface to lateral metaphyseal region

• ward‘s triangle, low density region contrasting dense cortical shaft

Carter & Beaupré [2001]



25example - orthopaedics

convential total hip replacement

stress shielding • bone resorption • implang loosening

26example - orthopaedics

new birmingham hip resurfacing

improved ingrowth • anatomic situation • less resorption

27example - orthopaedics

computer tomography of human femur

patient specific medical treatment

28example - structural design

topology optimization

bicycle frames 1817-2005



29example - structural design

topology optimization

design of bicycle frame

Armstrong [2005]

30example - structural design

structural optimization

31example - atherosclerosis

qualitative simulation of stent implantation

plaque  growth in arteries

growing plaque

Holzapfel [2001], Holzapfel & Ogden [2003], Kuhl, Maas, Himpel & Menzel [2007]

adiposisinitial conditions calcification

early stage

soft plaque pressed into wall

later stage

stiff plaque induces high stresses

32example - atherosclerosis

qualitative simulation of in-stent restenosis

re-nerrowing of x-section in response to high stress

restenotic

conditions

stretch ratio



33example - atherosclerosis

generation of patient specific model

computer tomography - typical cross section

34example - atherosclerosis

generation of patient specific model

outline of ct image - typical cross section

35example - atherosclerosis

generation of patient specific model

from computer tomography to finite element model

36example - atherosclerosis

stent implantation - patient specific model

tissue growth-response to virtual stent implantation



37example - atherosclerosis

stent implantation - patient specific model

tissue growth-response to virtual stent implantation

38example - civil engineering

fracture of concrete structures

39example - aeroelasticity

 fluid-structure interaction - the smart wing project

coupled vs monolithic solution

importance of numerical damping

40example - material science

unmixing of two substances blended into a thin film

NEXUS YESTERDAY



41example - geophysics

mineral exsolution - perthite - alkali feldspar unmixing

42example - geophysics

brittle fracture during folding of rocks

43example - me337 the tennis player project

class project - me337 - mechanics of growth

inter-arm asymmetry in tennis players

rebecca e. taylor

amir shamloo

nathaniel a. benz

joseph c. doll

chun hua zheng

ryan p. jackson

thor bezier

neuromuscular
biomechanics lab

scott delp

human
performance lab

kate holzbaur

44example - me337 the tennis player project



45example - me337 the tennis player project 46

critical muscle forces during serve

example - me337 the tennis player project
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47example - me337 the tennis player project

inter-arm asymmetry in bone density

Thor besier - HUMAN Performance Lab - Stanford
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inter-arm asymmetry in bone density

example - me337 the tennis player project

bmd left 1.107g/mm bmd right 1.369g/mm2 2



49example - me337 the tennis player project

phase (II) maximum external shoulder rotation

50example - me337 the tennis player project

phase (III) ball impact

51example - me339 mechanics of the cell

cell design contest

joey doll, emily gu,lizzie hager-barnard, zubin huang, amir ali kia, monica ortiz, bryan

petzold, yufen shi, sang do suk, takane usui, chun hua zheng, sonke carstens, ron

kwon, chris jacobs, oscar abilez, jennifer blundo, jayakumar rajadas, beth pruitt
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never(!)
trust colorful pictures

… and the take home message is…

me309 - finite elements

never(!)
trust colorful pictures
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